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2103: fire shelf Soft 177 in 6 cm 

fire tile Napa 241, niche Soft 284

Glaze: dark peat with Cotone pattern 

Technique: Brunner

KE 205,9

With the new COTONE structure, Sommerhuber the 

ceramics manufacturer has created a unique surface 

reminiscent of natural cotton fabrics. Nature serves 

as an inspiration and model for surfaces and colors 

such as the new COTONE and NAPA textures. These 

structures are carefully manufactured by hand. 

Therefore each tile is unique.
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Inspired by Nature
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2099_1: 
backrest 378 Napa

niche Soft 284

fire shelf Soft 177

in 6 cm and 11 cm 

Glaze: solnhofen 

with Terra pattern 

and solnhofen with 

Cotone pattern 

Technique: Spartherm

KE 649,7

The design of the new REAL BIG TILES combines large surfaces with 

soft, smooth edges. The 6 and 11 cm high large molded parts lend 

tiled stoves and tiled fireplaces a classical appearance. Clean lines 

with distinctive curves – this is classic design reinterpreted.
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Smooth Curves – Clear Shapes
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Pleasant Shapes
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2099_2: fire shelf Soft 177 in 11 cm 

niche Soft 284

Glaze: solnhofen with Cotone pattern 

and solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 649,7

Sommerhuber’s passion for detail is displayed 

creating the REAL BIG TILES large ceramic parts 

with smooth, soft edges with a great passion 

for detail – in illuminated niches and the hand-

made surface of the COTONE organic structure – 

producing natural and pleasant shapes.
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2092: fire shelf Soft 177 

tile 378, slab cornice 387 

Glaze: taupe dark, taupe light 

Technique: WGS

KE 497

Reduction to the essential has always been a particular challenge. 

The large ceramic surfaces enable the clear implementation of the 

function of heating. REAL BIG TILES creates a unique ambiance.
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Clarity of Design
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The Sensation of Relaxation
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Tiled stoves by Sommerhuber, 

the ceramics manufacturer, create 

a particular atmosphere exuding 

tranquility and coziness. The very 

special moments when we round 

off the day in front of a tiled stove, 

seeking the expanse of the calming 

fire and when we simply lose 

ourselves in thought – simply feel 

wonderful.

2097: fire shelf Soft 177 

fire tiles MAXIMUS 241 Napa 

slab cornice 387

Glaze: hemp light with Terra pattern 

Technique: Brunner 

KE 610
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2081_1: backrest 90 cm flute fine 378

slab cornice 179

Glaze: rust with Terra pattern 

Technique: Brunner 

KE 198

2081_2: fire frame solid flute fine 240 

wall ceramics 651

Glaze: dark peat with Terra pattern 

Technique: Brunner 

KE 125
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The Winter SunThe unique radiant heat of a tiled stove feels like rays of sunshine 

on a warm spring day. The tiled stove by Sommerhuber brings this 

feeling back to us on every cold winter day. The ceramic stores 

the energy of the fire and emits it over a long period of time as a 

pleasant, mild radiant heat, exuding a unique cosiness.  
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The Winter Sun
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Warmth You Can Feel
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2069_1: backrest flute fine 378

fire tiles MAXIMUS smooth

and flute lengthwise 241

Glaze: basalt light

Technique: Brunner

KE 338
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The natural shape of the groove fine, the fine, matt-silk Sommerhuber 

ceramics surfaces and the continuously reborn shapes of the blazing 

fire create a fascinating symbiosis. The experience of feeling ceramic 

radiant heat and cosily snuggling against the fine surface, of the high 

backrest – is simply the finest form of warmth. 
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2079: fire frame solid 240 

Glaze: granite light

Technique: Spartherm 

KE 284
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The MASSIVE FIRE FRAME radiates a special kind of 

harmony. The fascinating visible fire with its endless 

variety of shapes and colours and the comforting 

crackling contrasts with the geometric, clear design of 

the frame.
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Playing with Fire
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Magnificent Views



2076: fire frame solid flute fine 240 

fire tiles MAXIMUS 241

Glaze: granite medium

Technique: kal-fire gas fireplace

KE 230
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2098: ceramic 651 

Glaze: alabaster matt

Technique: Brunner

KE 475

The tiled stove in an exceptional visual experience. The ceramic column 

by Sommerhuber provides all of the properties of a traditional tiled 

stove – from the ceramic radiant heat and the matt-silk surfaces to the 

blazing fire. 
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A Genuine Tiled Stove
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Cozy Focus
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2100: structured tile 378 

Glaze: walnut dark

Technique: Brunner 

KE 149,9

A tiled stove is a wonderfully cozy focus of even 

the smallest rooms. Sommerhuber combines 

clear cubic shapes and a particularly high 

heat storage capacity, thereby creating an 

unparalleled feeling of security and comfort.
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Cozy Focus
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2106: 
fire shelf 178 

REAL BIG TILES 

378 Napa 

niche 284

Glaze: dark peat 

with Cotone pattern 

and dark peat 

Technique:

Brunner 

KE 161,2
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Fine Handcraft – Clear Lines
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Fine Handcraft – Clear Lines
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2006: fire shelf 179 and 

REAL BIG TILES 378 

Glaze: dolomite

Technique: Spartherm

KE 513

The tiled fireplace conveys the primal feeling of security and comfort. 

With its ceramic radiant heat, it constitutes the natural center of every 

house. What can be more appealing and cozy sitting in front of the 

fire. The relaxed atmosphere is a source of security and comfort.
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2054_1: fire shelf MAXIMUS 179 

fire tiles flute lengthwise 241 

Glaze: granite dark, dune 

Technique: Brunner

KE 316
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Source of Security and Comfort
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Nature’s Shapes
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2044_3: fire frame smooth and 

flute lengthwise 240 

Glaze: hemp light

Technique: Spartherm 

KE 137

2044_2: fire tiles MAXIMUS flute lengthwise 241 

Glaze: solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 240

Sommerhuber prides itself in capturing the 

elegance and beauty of natural shapes and 

realizing them in unique ceramic surfaces. 

The warmth of the ceramics creates an 

unparalleled natural atmosphere.
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2058: 
fire tiles MAXIMUS smooth 241 

Glaze: rust

Technique: kal-fire

KE 516

2050: fire tiles MAXIMUS smooth 241 

Glaze: rust

Technique: Spartherm

KE 200

Sommerhuber has maintained its ceramics craftsmanship 

for centuries and keeps reinterpreting the classic fireplace 

again and again. Modern large format ceramic parts with 

velvety-soft surfaces and beautiful glazing effects provide 

unparalleled design options.
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Classic Modernism
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Classic Modernism
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Energy for Every Day



2047_1: fire shelf 179 

backrest 378

Glaze: cacao dark, perla 

Technique: Brunner

KE 351

“The Discovery of Slowness” – a wonderful book. Taking one’s time 

to perform the activities of everyday life with the attentiveness they 

deserve - sitting together with friends and talking, reading a book or 

gazing absentmindedly into the fire. These are activities from which 

we draw strength for our everyday lives. 
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2101: REAL BIG TILES 378 Napa

backrest 378 Napa

Glaze: granite light, solnhofen 

Technique: Ortner 

KE 279,2

Tiles have special qualities. They store heat 

and release it as a particularly mild and 

healthy ceramic radiant heat. Heat known for 

centuries to have a healing and relaxing effect 

on our bodies. Pleasant and relaxing, these are 

qualities of tiles by Sommerhuber.
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Ceramic Radiation Quality
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Warmth, Water, Wellbeing
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2102: structured tile 378 

Glaze: smoky quartz light

Technique: Spartherm

KE 122,6

The tiled stove has a long tradition as a heating system for 

the entire house. This type of tiled stove is additionally able 

to heat water and provides for independence thanks to the 

use of wood, a domestic resource as well as the feeling of 

cosy wellbeing.

2096: fire tile MAXIMUS 241 Napa 

slab cornice 178, backrest 378 Napa

Glaze: cashmere light, cashmere medium

Technique: Brunner Water Technique 

KE 333
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Warmth, Water, Wellbeing
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2104: fire shelf Soft 177 in 6 cm

slab cornice 387 Napa

tile plate 381 Napa

Glaze: hemp light

Technique: Spartherm 

KE 248,5

Open fire is a natural entity that unites the familiar 

with the fascinating, whilst satisfying our desire 

for warmth and cosiness. A tiled fireplace with 

its large viewing window can into any corner. Its 

colours and handcrafted NAPA structure create an 

unparalleled natural unit.  
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Natural Entity
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2104: fire shelf Soft 177 in 6 cm

slab cornice 387 Napa

tile plate 381 Napa

Glaze: hemp light

Technique: Spartherm 

KE 248,5
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Natural Entity
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The modern low-energy construction makes it possible. Heating with the heat-storing tiled stove from Ceramic Manufactory Sommerhuber 

is one of the most efficient forms of heating. As the name implies, the heat-storing tiled stove stores heat and releases it slowly over 

several hours in the form of gentle ceramic radiant heat. This enables it to heat an open-floorplan, low-energy house.
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2071: Heat-storing tiled stove, round 

Glaze: umbra

2073: Heat-storing tiled stove, square 

Glaze: enamel glossy white

2072: Heat-storing tiled stove, square 

Glaze: sahara

Heat-Storing Tiled Stove – Heat for the Whole House
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2070: Heat-storing tiled stove, round 

Ceramics: smooth and flute fine 

Glaze: alabaster glossy

Technique: Ortner
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Reduction to the Essential



2075: fire shelf MAXIMUS 179

slab cornice 387, niche 284

Glaze: taupe dark

Technique: Brunner 

KE 273 

The simplicity of design provides for a clear perspective.   

Straight lines and large surfaces reduce perception to the 

essential – to the archaic experience of fire - and let us feel 

a force of nature. Experience the boundless energy of fire.
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2057: fire shelf MAXIMUS 179

fire tiles MAXIMUS flute lengthwise 241 

Glaze: rust, solnhofen

Technique: Spartherm

KE 350
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True greatness is a matter of generosity. 

To generously design a fireplace in a 

special room: intrigued by this idea, 

Sommerhuber developed the monolithic 

fire shelf MAXIMUS. A single piece of 

ceramic: the right material to give every 

fire its appropriate setting.
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True Greatness
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2074: fire shelf MAXIMUS 179 

slab cornice 387, niche 284 

Glaze: outback, prairie

Technique: Spartherm 

KE 199
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Fire as an essential part of our life. Fire is given a special setting 

in a tiled fireplace by Sommerhuber. The MAXIMUS large fire shelf 

makes every fireplace an experience. 
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Strength of Concept
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Sommerhuber GmbH, Resthofstr. 69, A-4400 Steyr

Phone: +43/7252/893-0, Fax: +43/7252/893-210

keramik@sommerhuber.com, www.sommerhuber.com
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2093: fire shelf Soft 177, niche Soft 284 

Glaze: taupe light, taupe dark

Technique: Spartherm

KE 253

We would like to thank: Möbel Leiner


